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Launch Sale: Just $2.99, guaranteed for 24 hours only! Save 25% over the regular price of $3.99.A

sexy billionaire romance by Shanade White of BWWM Club. Features another free bonus

book.When Chloe takes a job as the veterinarian for Coldwater Canyon, the last thing she expects

is to fall in love.But when handsome billionaire Jack Montgomery walks into her life, thatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

exactly what happens.The road to happiness isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t easy though.JackÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s been hurt

by love in the past, and heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s made up his mind never to fall in love again.He tries to focus

on his young son Josh and business duties, but in truth, he canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t get Chloe off his

mind.Can she show him true love is worth pursuing?And if so, can they avoid the meddling exes

and natural disasters that are bound to get in their way?Find out in this drama-packed yet heartfelt

romance by Shanade White of BWWM Club. Suitable for over 18s only due to sizzling hot sex

scenes.
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Here is another installment of the "Brothers with money series"! This book captures the love story of

Chloe a veterinarian and Jack a Billionaire who is a successful sheep farm owner from Australia



seeking greener pastures for his "Merino Wool" in America. Through a series of mishaps, missteps,

and the meddelings of a former boyfriend, Chloe and Jack recognize and admit that they have fallen

in love with each other and seek out to forge a life together. To be sure there is so much more

chocked inside the pages of this book by Shanade White that I would have to almost write a book to

give it all to you. So the only way you are going to be truly satisfied is to read the story for yourself

and learn all of the juicy and not so juicy things that go on in this couples' and the rest of the

residents' lives in Coldwater Canyon. This is a great read and I recommend it to all who are either

romance fans or fans of Ms. White's writings. I enjoyed this book and know you will too.

OOOOMMMMGGGGGosh!!!!! I don't just give 5 stars to just anyone... Not many books carry a

storyline from on story to the next. If I could say anything about this particular book... I would say...

Start with the first book of the series "Brothers From Money." I received a free ARC COPY of this

book and I am without a doubt voluntarily leaving a review. When I received this copy I had to stop

and realized that I hadn't caught up with the series. And so before I even got good into the first

chapter I went through my KU account and and read up to the new book... Believe me I will be going

back to the beginning and refresh my memory and follow the Terrell's and the Montgomery's.... I am

a true fan of Shanade White's and I am eagerly awaiting to see what's next there's two more

coming...

So I made the mistake of not reading in order. But now I want to read the whole series!!! Chile is a

little bit but she is strong. I admire her foenher strength. Jack is a dreamboat. So romantic. But their

chemistry was powerful. A real page turner. I read this book I'm a few hours. I can't wait to read the

others.

Chloe and Jack had a difficult start to their relationship. With interference and trust issues it was not

all that easy. But I enjoyed reading about all the changes that occurred and the relationship

progression. I love this series and the characters and storyline are interesting.

I like the story of Jack and Chloe each one has their issues but I like the way Chloe handle Jack she

didn't put up with his nonsense. And like how Chile was caring towards Jack's son what a nice read.

Every book in the Brothers From Money series has been great. Chole and Jack's story is no

exception. I enjoyed reading this story and I was glad that Chole and Jack found each other.



Chloe and Jack have both been hurt by past relationships. After a rocky start, they gradually learn to

love and trust each other in spite of outside interferences. Loved visiting Coldwater Canyon as

always. Great read.
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